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Abstract
A comprehensive experimental plan has been designed to further investigate the potential and the limitations associated
with the use of a large aperture scintillometer (LAS) to infer path average sensible and momentum fluxes over complex
surfaces as part of the Semi-Arid Land–Surface–Atmosphere (SALSA) Program. The complexity of the terrain is associated
with the type and the cover of the vegetation canopy as well as with changes in topography. Scintillometer based estimates of
sensible heat flux and friction velocity are compared to those measured by eddy correlation systems over a grassland patch,
a mesquite patch, and over a transect spanning both patches. The results show that considering the complexity of the surface,
the overall performance of the scintillometer is relatively good. © 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The impact of spatial variation in surfaces fluxes
on regional scale atmospheric flow and potential
feed back to land-surface processes has been a major issue in the scientific community during the past
two decades. This has been translated into the coordination, under the umbrella of international programs such as GEWEX, BAHC, and ISLSCP, of
several large-scale multidisciplinary field experiments
(LSMFE) at different sites all over the world. All these
experiments involved measurements of water, heat,
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France. Fax: +33-5-61-55-85-01.
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and momentum fluxes at the land surface atmosphere
interface, through a network of point-sampling measurement devices using Bowen ratio or eddy correlation techniques. In addition to these point-sampling
measurements, some of these LSMFEs also involved
methods to measure the spatial variation of turbulent surface flux using aircraft and LIDAR (FIFE,
HAPEX-MOBILHY, HAPEX-Sahel, and SALSA).
However, due to their high price and the requirement for continuous availability of well-trained staff
to operate and maintain them, these devices might
not be the best choice to fulfill the much-needed
long-term measurements of surface fluxes to validate
large-scale hydro-atmospheric models. It is therefore
important to seek alternative approaches that allow for
low-cost and low-maintenance observations of surface
fluxes.
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Several studies carried out in the past decade have
revealed that the scintillation method is a promising
approach for routine observations of surface convective fluxes over path lengths of several kilometers
(Kohsiek, 1985, 1987; De Bruin et al., 1995;
McAneney et al., 1995; Green et al., 1994; Lagouarde
et al., 1996; Hartogensis, 1997; Chehbouni et al.,
1999). It is not our aim in this paper to provide a
detailed overview of this technique, this has been
done elsewhere. For detailed information, the reader
can refer to a comprehensive review by Hill (1992).
Briefly, the principle of the scintillometer consists of
transmitting a beam of electromagnetic radiation and
measuring the intensity variations of the received signal. This leads to a direct measure of the strength of
the refractive index of the air and then to the structure
parameter for the refractive index (Cn2 ), which can
then be related to the structure function parameter of
temperature (CT2 ) to derive sensible heat flux.
The objective of this study is to use a large aperture scintillometer (LAS) to estimate area-averaged
sensible heat flux and friction velocity over complex
surfaces. The complexity of the surface is due to heterogeneity of vegetation type and cover as well as to
variability of surface topography. Scintillometer-based
sensible heat flux values are compared to those measured using eddy correlation techniques during the
1998 SALSA campaign in Mexico. This paper is
organized as follows: in Section 2, we present the
basic equations and hypotheses that allow estimation
of sensible heat flux and friction velocity from refractive index of the air; in Section 3, we describe
the experimental design; in Section 4, we present a
comparison of sensible heat flux and friction velocity
measured by eddy correlation to that derived from
the scintillometer. Then, we conclude by discussing
the potential and the limitations of the scintillometer
technique over complex terrain.
2. Physical background
Based on Tatarskii’s (1961) theory, Clifford et al.
(1974) showed that, for a LAS, the variance of the
natural logarithm of the irradiance I incident at the
receiver is
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where u = x/L is the normalized pathlength; L the
pathlength; k = 2π/λ the optical wave number; x =
1
2 KDu, where is D the receiver/transmitter aperture;
K is the three-dimensional spatial wave number; J1 is
a Bessel function of the first kind of order one; and
Φ n , the three-dimensional Kolmogorov spectrum of
the refractive index describes the turbulent medium in
terms of its Fourier components K
Φn (K) = 0.033Cn2 K −11/3

(3)

After integrating Eq. (2), and using Eqs. (1) and (3), Cn2
2 , measured
can be obtained as a linear function of σln(I
)
by the scintillometer as
2
7/3 −3
L
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where C = 1.12 for Cn2 ranges from 10−17 to
10−12 m−2/3 .
The spatially averaged refractive index structure parameter obtained by the scintillometer (Cn2 ) is related
to the temperature structure parameter (CT2 ) as


CT2 = Cn2
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where β is the Bowen ratio which is incorporated as
a humidity correction such that CT2 decreases with increasing evaporation rate. The study by De Wekker
(1996) showed that this term can be safely neglected
whenever the Bowen ratio is greater than 0.6, which
is generally the case over most natural surfaces in arid
and semi-arid areas. The sensible heat and momentum fluxes together determine atmospheric stability,
and this in turn influences turbulent transport, thus an
iterative procedure is needed to calculate sensible heat
flux from the scintillometer measurement (Lagouarde
et al., 1996), as follows.
We first define the dimensionless temperature scale
T ∗ as
H
(6)
T∗ =
ρcp u∗
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where ρ is the density of the air, cp the heat capacity
at constant pressure, and u∗ the friction velocity given
from
u∗ =

ku
ln(z − d/zo ) − Ψm (zo /Lmon )

(7)

where z is the measurement height, zo the roughness
length, d the displacement height, ψ m the integrated
stability function, and Lmon the Monin–Obukhov
length defined as
Tu∗
kgT ∗
2

Lmon =

(8)

Under unstable conditions, De Bruin et al. (1993,
1996) found that the temperature structure parameter
2
CT2 and T ∗ are related by


CT2 (z − d)2/3
z − d −2/3
= 4.9 1 − 9
(9)
2
Lmon
T∗
Sensible heat flux can then be derived using
Eqs. (5)–(9) via a simple iterative procedure.
This approach has been successfully tested over
homogeneous and flat terrains where the needed
roughness length and displacement height can be
easily estimated using a rule of thumb assumption.
The case of heterogeneous surfaces requires an appropriate method to estimate their effective values.
Additional difficulty appears if the surface presents
heterogeneity in topography. As shown in Eq. (9),
2
T ∗ scales as z2/3 , therefore the scintillometer height
needs to be accurately estimated (see below).

3. Experimental design
3.1. Site description
This study was conducted in the Mexican portion
of the Upper San Pedro Basin (USPB) as part of the
SALSA Program (Goodrich et al., 1998). Unlike the
American part of the basin, a large portion of the Mexican part is still covered by native grassland. However,
the land in Mexico is experiencing the same degradation processes that took place in the United States
a century ago. Using historical LANDSAT multispectral images, Kepner et al. (2000) showed that
grassland and desertscrub covered areas are very
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vulnerable to encroachment of woody shrubs, i.e.,
Mesquite. This study reveals that the grassland areas have significantly decreased. In this context, the
objective of the investigation in the Mexican part of
the basin is to better understand ecosystem function,
and document the impact of land degradation on
surface–atmosphere interactions and the hydrological
cycle. Two main sites representing two extreme stages
of degradation were heavily instrumented: healthy
grassland, representing a pre-degradation situation
(Zapata 1) and a mesquite site representing the ultimate stage of degradation. Besides these two main
sites, two additional sub-sites were also instrumented
for a short period: another healthy grassland at the
beginning of 1998 season (Zapata 2) and a degraded
grassland site toward the end of the growing season
(see Fig. 1 for a location map).
3.2. Instrumentation
In this specific study, data over the mesquite and
the degraded grassland sites are used. The Mesquite
(Prosopis velutina) site is situated within the Morelos
ranch about 5 km west of Zapata village. The average
surface cover of the mesquite was about 30% and
the average mesquite height was about 4.2 m. A 12 m
meteorological tower equipped with a set of standard
meteorological instruments to measure the air temperature, relative humidity, incoming solar radiation,
wind speed, wind direction, and precipitation was
set up. These standard meteorological measurements
were sampled every 10 s and an average measurement recorded every 30 min. Net radiation (Q-7),
outgoing short wave (Kipp), and surface temperature
(Everest-IRT) were measured separately over bare
soil and over the vegetation. Soil heat flux was measured using six HFT3 plates (REBS, WA, USA), soil
temperature and soil moisture were measured at different depths using six 108 temperature probes and
six CS600 TDR (time domain reflectometer) probes,
respectively (Campbell Scientific, USA). Sensible,
latent, and momentum fluxes were measured using a
3D sonic anemometer, a fast response (fine wire) thermocouple and a fast response hygrometer (Campbell
Scientific, USA).
The degraded grassland site is adjacent to the
mesquite. The vegetation cover was sparse, about
35% in the grassland (Bouteloua). The average grass
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Fig. 1. Location map showing the different instrumented sites in the Mexican part of the San Pedro Basin.

height was about 0.25 m and the Leaf Area Index
was approximately 0.3 (Chehbouni et al., this issue).
A 3-m tower equipped with standard meteorological sensors was erected over this land cover. These
included measurements of incoming and net radiation, air temperature and humidity, wind speed and
direction, and surface temperature. Additionally, soil
moisture and temperature, and soil heat flux were
measured at different depths. The sensible heat flux
was measured using a 3D sonic anemometer (Applied Technology, USA). The sonic data were then
post-processed using a procedure developed in the
context of the EURO-FLUX consortium (means and
second moments were computed and coordinate rotation was performed). At the end of the experiment, an
inter-comparison over a homogeneous grassland site
was made between this sonic anemometer and the one

used over the mesquite has been made (Chehbouni
et al., 2000).
The LASs used in this study were built at the Department of Meteorology of the Wageningen Agricultural University (WAU). The basic design is described
in Ochs and Wilson (1993), but the WAU has improved
the electronics. The LAS has an aperture size of 0.15 m
and the light source is a light emitting diode (LED:
TIES-16A, Texas Instruments, Texas, USA) operating
at a peak wavelength of 0.94 m, which is placed at
the focal point of a concave mirror. The receiver also
employs an identical mirror to focus light on a photo
diode detector. To distinguish the light emitted by the
LAS from ambient radiation it is excited by a 7 kHz
square wave. Scintillations appear as amplitude modulations on the carrier wave. For beam alignment, telescopic rifle sights are mounted on both the receiver
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and emitter housings. The receiver electronics have
been designed in such a way that after setting the path
length, the output voltage can be used to estimate Cn2
using Cn2 = 10(Vout −12) , where Vout is the output voltage of the scintillometer (using Eq. (4)). 15 min values of the scintillometer output (Vout ) were stored on
a data logger. After downloading of these data, 30 min
averages were computed to allow direct comparison
with sonic anemometer data.
The three scintillometers were first inter-calibrated
over a grassland site: Zapata 2 (Lagouarde et al.,
2000). The original experimental plan was to deploy
the first scintillometer over the degraded grassland
site, the second over the adjacent mesquite site, and
the third over a transect spanning both sites. However,
due to the failure of one scintillometer, this original
design had to be modified and one scintillometer was
deployed over the entire transect from day of the
year (DOY) 265 to 277. The receiver was installed
on the meteorological tower in the mesquite site at
a height of 8.73 m above the ground. The transmitter was installed on a tower at a height of 3.47 m
above the ground at the other end of the transect.
The total pathlength was of 1829 m made up of about
55% mesquite and 45% grass. The second scintillometer was installed alternatively over the grass and
over the mesquite. When deployed over the mesquite
(DOY 265–274), the transmitter was installed on the
meteorological tower at a height of 9.61 m and the
receiver was installed on another tower situated at the
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transition of mesquite/grass zone about 1 km apart
at a height of 9.41 m. When deployed over the grass
(DOY 274–277), the transmitter was installed at the
transition of the mesquite/grass zone on a tower at a
height of 3.47 m and the receiver was installed about
826 m apart at a height of 3.41 m. In Fig. 2, the position of the scintillometer towers along with the spatial
variation of the surface across the entire transect is
presented.

4. Results
4.1. Estimation of effective scintillometer height
The height of the scintillometer beams needs to be
2
accurately estimated since T ∗ scale as z2/3 (Eq. (9)).
This issue is complicated here since the surface
presents a large gradient in topography (Fig. 2). It is
well recognized that the presence of hill can affect
temperature and humidity fields in the atmospheric
boundary layer by changing the boundary conditions
at the earth’s surface and by changing the mixing
processes that control the temperature and humidity
profiles above the surface. Additionally, the presence
of a hill can affect the wind field and the turbulence
above the surface. In the present study, the hill is small
enough (less than 100 m) so that the perturbations
due to topography variation on atmospheric variables
might be safely neglected (Raupach et al., 1987).

Fig. 2. Ground elevation and scintillometer transmitter/receiver heights along the transect spanning the degraded grass and the mesquite
patches.
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For practical reasons, the transmitter and the
receiver were not at the same height for all three setups. This means that the height of the scintillometer
beam above the surface varies along the path. Consequently, Cn2 , and therefore CT2 are not only averaged
horizontally but vertically as well. In this study a
heuristic approach (method 1) has been used to derive an effective scintillometer height. It consists of
assuming that sensible heat flux can be formulated using the free convection formula and is constant in the
surface layer. In this case, Cn2 as well as CT2 scale as
(z−d)−4/3 (Hartogensis, 1997). This leads to the following equation, which can be numerically integrated
to derive the effective scintillometer height:
Z 1
hz − di−4/3 =
(zu − du )−4/3 W (u) du
(10)

obtained following Shuttleworth et al. (1997) and
Chehbouni et al. (1999) as


X
zb − d
wi di and ln−2
d=
zo
i


X
zb − di
wi ln−2
(11)
=
zoi
i

where zoi and di are the patch scale roughness length
and displacement height, respectively, which, wi is the
fraction of the surface covered by the patch i, and zb is
the blending height which is expressed as a function of
the friction velocity, wind speed, and horizontal length
scale (Wieringa, 1986).
4.2. Validation and discussion

0

where zu is the difference between the elevation of
the scintillometer beam and the ground surface and
du is the displacement height both defined at the
normalized pathlength u.
In the case of a homogeneous vegetation type, d
and zo are obtained as fractions of vegetation height
using rule of thumb assumptions. Over heterogeneous
surfaces (i.e., transect of two patches), effective displacement height and effective roughness length are

4.2.1. Validation over individual patches
Comparison between half-hour averages of the momentum flux (τ ) obtained from eddy correlation and
the combination of the scintillometer and mean wind
speed measurements are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for the
degraded grassland and mesquite sites, respectively.
It is clear that the scintillometer overestimates the
momentum flux especially over the mesquite patch.
The linear regression analysis leads to a slope of 1.16

Fig. 3. Comparison between scintillometer-based and eddy correlation-based momentum flux over the degraded grassland patch.
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Fig. 4. Comparison between scintillometer-based and eddy correlation-based momentum flux over the mesquite patch.

(1.35) and R2 of 0.93 (0.89) and a standard error
of 0.05 (0.09) N m−2 for the grass patch (mesquite
patch). The corresponding sensible heat flux comparisons are presented in Fig. 5 for the degraded grassland

and in Fig. 6 for the mesquite. The overestimation reported in τ translates into an overestimate of sensible
heat flux. Nevertheless, the Root Mean Squared Error
between eddy correlation and the scintillometer-based

Fig. 5. Comparison between scintillometer-based and eddy correlation-based sensible heat flux over the degraded grassland patch.
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Fig. 6. Comparison between scintillometer-based and eddy correlation-based sensible heat flux over the mesquite patch.

estimates of sensible heat flux were 30 W m−2 over
the grass and 40 W m−2 over the mesquite, respectively. The overestimation of both τ and H can be
explained by several factors. First, the cup anemometers are known to overestimate wind speed, and therefore the simulated τ and H might be overestimated
(Hill et al., 1991). Second, data in this comparison
represent all wind directions including some periods,
though not very often, when the wind blew down the
scintillometer path. Third, the large difference in the
elevation-height between the receiver and the transmitter on each patch may affect the representativeness
of wind speed and air temperature estimates made over
the corresponding eddy correlation tower. Despite the
visual impression of homogeneity, field survey indicated that there was a patch of bare soil located far
enough from the micrometeorological tower so that it
contributes less to the eddy correlation measurements
than to the scintillometer measurements. Similarly, the
mesquite height and cover was less important toward
the grass–mesquite transition zone, therefore, the average vegetation height, from which roughness length
and displacement height are computed, may not be
representative of the entire scintillometer path. More

importantly, the specific area of the surface to which
the eddy covariance flux corresponds expands or contracts, elongates or widens with different conditions
of stability and wind speed, while the weighting function of the LAS do not vary with wind speed and
direction (Eq. (2)).
4.2.2. Validation over the transect
Eddy correlation-based values of area-average sensible heat and momentum fluxes (H and τ ) were
obtained by weighting the measurements of sensible
heat flux and momentum flux made over the grass
and over the mesquite by the scintillometer spatial
weighing function W(u). Comparison between scintillometer and eddy correlation-based estimates of
area-average momentum flux is presented in Fig. 7.
The corresponding comparison of area-average sensible heat flux values is presented in Fig. 8. The RMSE
between observed and simulated values was about
21 W m−2 for the area-average sensible heat flux and
0.04 N m−2 for area-average τ .
It can be clearly concluded that the performance
of the scintillometer over the transect is much better
than that observed over the individual patches. This
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Fig. 7. Comparison between scintillometer-based and eddy correlation-based area-average momentum flux (transect).

behavior can be explained by two reasons. Measurements of sensible heat flux and momentum flux over
each patch were weighted according to the scintillometer spatial response function. This certainly improves the spatial correspondence between the LAS

and the 3D-sonic measurements, while over the individual transect the spatial correspondence of the
3Ds and LAS measurements may not be fulfilled. On
the other hand, the scintillometer setup over the individual patches leads to an important variation of the

Fig. 8. Comparison between scintillometer-based and eddy correlation-based area-average sensible heat flux (transect).
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Table 1
Effective scintillometer height, the corresponding time average of sensible heat flux and the result of the linear regression between measured
and simulated heat flux values associated with each method
Average H (W m−2 )

Slope

STD error

R2

(a) Degraded grass patch
1
6.14
2
3.44
3
6.02

210.97
169.11
208.99

1.15
0.93
1.14

29.58
34.53
29.78

0.93
0.86
0.93

(b) Mesquite patch
1
2
3

10.73
9.51
10.50

251.97
233.40
241.71

1.15
1.15
1.10

37.76
40.88
39.15

0.90
0.87
0.89

(c) Entire transect
1
2
3

12.46
6.10
11.38

234.04
175.36
221.91

0.98
0.74
0.93

21.77
30.93
22.73

0.90
0.75
0.88

Method

Effective height (m)

height of the scintillometer beam along the path. This
situation might not be appropriate for the application
of Monin–Obukhov similarity theory.
In order to investigate the sensitivity to the value of
the effective scintillometer height, sensible heat flux
estimated using the method described above (method
1) are compared to those obtained using two other
methods. The second method (method 2) consists of
ignoring the topographic variation of the terrain to
derive an effective scintillometer height as the average of the receiver and the scintillometer heights.
The third method (method 3) consists of deriving
an effective height from a line average of (z−d). In
Table 1a, 1b and 1c we present the values of effective
scintillometer height associated with each method,
the corresponding time average value of sensible heat
flux as well as the result of the linear regression between measured and simulated heat flux values over
the degraded grass patch, the mesquite patch and for
the entire transect, respectively are present. This table
confirms that the average scintillometer-based values
of sensible heat flux increase significantly with the
height. It also implies that over complex terrains, the
scintillometer height as well as the topographic variation along the scintillometer path must be accurately
estimated.
It is also important to emphasize that over heterogeneous surfaces, one must seriously consider the issue
of sampling and scale when validating scintillometer
measurements. In addition to the classical W(u) function, the weighing should, in principle, also include a

dependence on wind speed and wind direction. In fact
there is a need for a two-dimensional, time dependant weighing function which takes into account the
spatial and temporal variations of the relative contribution of individual patches (here grass and mesquite)
to the scintillometer measurements. However, the use
of such complex procedure may not be very useful
in this particular study since the wind direction was
constantly blowing across the scintillometer path. The
size of individual patches (1 km×1 km for the grass
and for the mesquite) and the setup leads to large
fetches. Additionally, the scintillometer pathlength
was large (about 2 km) and consisted of about equal
proportion of grass and mesquite.

5. Conclusions
Several successful studies have investigated the use
of scintillometer in estimating area-average sensible
heat flux over homogeneous surfaces. The objective of this study was to test the performance of the
scintillometer over surfaces characterized with heterogeneity in both vegetation type and cover and in
topography. The results indicate that by properly taking into account the effect of surface heterogeneity due
to both vegetation and topographic variations along
the scintillometer path, the overall agreement between
the measured and simulated quantities is fairly good.
In spite of some quantitative uncertainties, this study
demonstrates the great value of scintillometer mea-
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surements for the determination of the turbulent fluxes
of heat and momentum over heterogeneous surfaces.
Scintillation techniques have several advantages over
in situ techniques. Scintillation is generally not very
sensitive to turbulence in the immediate vicinity of
the transmitter or receiver. Therefore measurements
can be made with minimal disruption by the instrument. More importantly, scintillation measurements
inherently represent an average over the path. This
reduces the question of representativeness of in situ
measurements. Furthermore, scintillation measurements are ideal for long-term monitory over spatial
scales relevant to atmospheric models and remote
sensing observations. However, additional investigations are needed to understand the scintillometer
measurements over transect of small surfaces where
the sign of the heat flux changes along the scintillometer path. In this case, one has to be very careful
in interpreting the scintillometer measurements. This
will required a detailed footprint analysis (Schmid
and Lloyd, 1999) and a two-dimensional, time dependant weighing function which takes into account the
spatial and temporal variations of the relative areas
contributing to the scintillometer signal.
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